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Abstract

Background: The Academia-Industry partnership has been increasingly encouraged
in the software development field. The main focus of the initiatives is driven by the
collaborative work where the scientific research work meets the real needs of the
Industry.

Methods: Aiming to contribute to this effort we have proposed an approach called
SoftCoDeR (Software Cooperative Design Research) that combines CMD (Cooperative
Method Development), a method of Action Research, to concepts of DSR (Design
Science Research).

Results: We have applied the SoftCoDeR approach in a software development
company to support a research and development project aiming to integrate User
Experience practices into the agile software development process.

Conclusions: In this paper, we present new findings about this approach that has
been extended with the use of Experimental Software Engineering (ESE) practices to
conduct experimental validations of artifacts before putting them in industrial practice.

Keywords: Action research, CMD, DSR, Software engineering, Experimental software
engineering, Scrum, HCI, User experience, Interaction design

Introduction
Although the need for sharing experiences and knowledge between Academia and soft-
ware Industry has become increasingly evident, both have demonstrated difficulties on
establishing an effective relationship, mainly because they usually have different view-
points. We use the term Academia to refer to the environment or community concerned
with the scientific research (Pearsall and Hanks 1998). Mechanisms have been proposed
to balancing the academic and industrial needs, and also to promote a strategic align-
ment between the interests of Academia and software Industry (Santos et al. 2012). From
this perspective, researchers need to develop skills - with active role – to understand and
deal with practical problems observed from the experience of teams of software develop-
ers during the investigation, in order to maximize the use of the research results in the
practice.
The active cooperation among researchers and practitioners is considered an important

factor for the successful introduction of new technology into an organization (Rombach
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and Achatz 2007). In this context, technology refers to any artifacts produced by activ-
ities within software development, including concepts, tools, techniques, methods and
methodologies. Artifacts are essential to the software process because they can report all
information created over a period of development activities.
Recently, we have employed a research approach called SoftCoDeR (Software

Cooperative Design Research) in research projects related to improvement of software
development processes involving construction and validation of support artifacts (Choma
et al. 2015a). Initially, this approach was applied in a research and development project in
a software company, which was intended to incorporate User eXperience practices (UX)
into its development process. In order to link scientific knowledge to the real needs of
the Industry, the SoftCoDeR approach allowed researchers to work closely in cooperation
with practitioners of the software development area.
In Choma et al. (2015a), we reported two SoftCoDeR cycles that were applied to build

and validate some artifacts aiming to improve the work between UX and Scrum teams,
improving the communication between them. These first two cycles of the SoftCoDeR
approach were performed within the industrial environment with the intense participa-
tion of both teams. Due to a new need that arose in the research project partner industry,
a third cycle was applied. However, from the third cycle our research approach has been
extended with the use of Experimental Software Engineering (ESE) practices to conduct
experimental validations of artifacts before putting them in industrial practice. In this
paper, we present details about this research cycle; also, we discuss about lessons learned,
implications and limitations of the approach extended with ESE.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: “Background” section introduces

the basis of our proposal – an overview of two research methods and related work;
“The SoftCoDeR approach” section outlines the proposal approach; “Results” section
presents the approach applied in practice; “Discussion” section discusses the outcomes of
the practices; and finally “Conclusions” section presents the conclusions and points out
directions for further work.

Background
This section presents an overview of methods and concepts on which the SoftCoDeR
approach is based (“The foundations: CMD, DSR and ESE” section), and some related
studies about these methods applied in the software area (“Related work” section).

The foundations: CMD, DSR and ESE

Cooperative Method Development (CMD) is a domain-specific adaptation of Action
Research (AR) focused on software development practices, proposed by (Dittrich 2002).
Choosing AR as the basic approach, CMD can be seen as an iterative process involving
researchers and practitioners acting together on a particular cycle of activities, including
problem diagnosis, action intervention, and reflective learning (Avison et al. 1999). CMD
combines qualitative social science fieldwork, with problem-orientedmethods, technique
and process improvement. The CMD research process is modelled as evolutionary cycles
consisting of three phases: (1) Understanding Practice (qualitative empirical investiga-
tions), (2) Deliberate Improvements (aiming to solve the problems identified in the first
phase) and (3) Implement and Observe Improvements (checking the effectiveness of the
improvements). Afterwards, the results are evaluated together with the practitioners
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Fig. 1 CMD cycle

involved. The three phases can be repeatedly applied in the same context. Figure 1 shows
the illustration of a CMD cycle.
Design Science Research (DSR) is a conceptual framework proposed by Hevner et al.

(2004) to drive research in the field of Information Systems (IS). DSR aims to develop arti-
facts to solve problems that are relevant within a specific context, based on the application
of rigorousmethods both on building, as well as in the evaluation of artifacts. The artifacts
typically produced by DSR are related to concepts, models, methods, and instantiations
(March and Smith 1995). According Iivari and Venable (2009), DSR is an approach most
commonly adopted in the area of IS, but it has been implicitly practiced in SE for decades.
The DSR framework consists of three research cycles: (1) relevance cycle, (2) rigor cycle

and (3) design cycle (Hevner 2007). The relevance cycle connects the research environ-
ment with the DSR activities, focusing to capture real problems and opportunities to
provide artifacts (design solutions) appropriate for the application domain. The rigor cycle
connects the DSR activities with the knowledge base – composed by foundations and
methodologies – to provide applicable knowledge. The knowledge base provides the raw
materials from and through which research is accomplished. The design cycle consists of
iterations to building and evaluating of artifacts and processes from the research. Figure 2
shows cyclical interaction between the areas environment, design science research and
knowledge base.

Fig. 2 Design science research cycles, adapted from Hevner (2007)
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Experimental Software Engineering (ESE) is a sub-field of software engineering which
aims at applying experimentation in the construction of new methods and technique
for the measuring, understanding, and improvement of the software engineering phe-
nomena in organizations (Shull et al. 2001). The ESE focuses on evaluating the tools
and techniques used, developed, and intended for use in the Industry through empir-
ical validation. According Sjøberg et al. (2005), research in ESE should aim to acquire
general knowledge about which technology (process, method, technique, language,
or tool) is useful for whom to conduct which (software engineering) tasks in which
environments.
In the Evidence Based Software Engineering, the adoption of empirical strategies

to validate studies depends on the degree of control and intended goals for research.
Usually, the main adopted types of strategies are: surveys, case studies and controlled
experiments (Easterbrook et al. 2008). The survey’s goal may be descriptive, explana-
tory and/or exploratory; but it offers no control over execution or manipulation of
variables. Case studies are mostly employed to tracking projects, activities or tasks
through continuous observation of the correlated attributes. Regarding to the controlled
experimental studies, there is a systematic control of the variables and the performed
process.
The aim of the experimentation in the Software Engineering (SE) may be the con-

firmation of theories; confirmation of conventional knowledge; exploration of relation-
ships; evaluation of models; and/or validation of measures and artifacts. Also, it is
used to explore a new domain to see how and when they really work, to understand
their limits, and to understand how to improve them (Basili 1996). Controlled exper-
iments are encouraged when the researcher wants to have control over the situation,
direct manipulation, precise and systematic phenomenon of behavior to be studied,
as well as on the activities and distribution of people in the experimental groups
(Shull et al. 2001).
A common attribute in all experiments is the control treatment, where one or more

independent variables are manipulated to observe their effects on one or more depen-
dent variables. Figure 3 shows the illustration of an experiment according to Wohlin
et al. (2012). The independent variables are manipulated and controlled variables in an
experiment, while the dependent variables are those who want to study to see the effect
of changes in the independent variables. The effect observed in experimental results is
measured and analyzed to validate or refute the previous hypotheses (Shadish et al. 2002).

Fig. 3 Illustration of an experiment, adapted from Wohlin et al. (2012)
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Related work

According to Dittrich et al. (2008), CMD has been applied in different research projects
outlining different aspects within software engineering (e.g. design of flexible and adapt-
able software; agile development for e-government applications; and the integration of
interaction design and software development). Recently, Al-Baik and Miller (2014) have
implemented CMD in an investigative study in order to understand the potential reasons
behind the relatively low success rate of lean initiatives in IT organizations. As a result,
they proposed a new model to classify wastes in IT organizations. Ardito et al. (2014)
applied CMD – in companies from southern Italy – aiming to inquire the impact of UX
methods into the software development practices, involving practitioners, and looking
the aspects from inside the companies.
Regarding DSR, Adikari et al. 2009 adopted the Hevner et al.’s framework (Hevner et al.

2004) to develop an approach called Little Design Up Front (LDUF) aiming to integrate
the User-Centered Design perspective into Agile Requirements Engineering. The LDUF
approach was evaluated in two agile projects; and in the evaluation of the approach, the
qualities of easier to learn, and easier to use were pointed out by the users who used the
products developed from LDUF.
Rodríguez et al. (2014) have also applied Hevner et al.’s framework in their

projects to explore the main elements that characterize the combination of Agile
and Lean methods in software development. They illustrate how DSR can be applied
in empirical software engineering, reporting in lessons learned that such research
methods have a good potential for supporting collaboration between Industry and
Academia.
ESE is a multi-disciplinary field that involving the cooperation between different groups

of the Academia and Industry, such as software engineers, industrial actors and statis-
ticians (Jaccheri and Osterlie 2005). According to a survey conducted by Sjøberg et al.
(2005), experiments are most common in Academia, although the experimental sub-
jects of these studies are usually students with little or no professional experience. On
the other hand, it is difficult to find professionals for empirical studies, whereas stu-
dents are more accessible, easier to organize, and represent lower costs (Rivero and
Conte2012).
Dieste et al. (2013) identified that researchers have been facing to several obsta-

cles to experimenting in Industry. The most important concerns are the time and
cost demands that running an experiment places on the host company and the par-
ticipating professionals. According them, experiments run in companies tend to be
aligned with business goals/processes, but do not always match with researchers’ inter-
ests. Usually, industrial environments have imposed many more constraints on the
experimental setting than laboratory environments (Vegas et al. 2015). Additionally,
due to very specific context in which experiments in industry are conducted, the
external validity is very hard to be achieved, and oftentimes the results cannot be
generalized.

The SoftCoDeR approach
In this section, we briefly discuss the reasons that motivated us to combine CMD andDSR
in our research approach (“Methods” section). Afterwards, we provide an explanation of
the SoftCoDeR approach extended with ESE (‘SoftCoDeR: extended with ESE” section).
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Methods
Iivari and Venable (2009) identified levels of overlapping for activities performed in the
research methods matching AR and DSR. Somematched approaches have been proposed
to drive research in the field of IS (Baskerville et al. 2009, Sein et al. 2011, Wieringa and
Moralí 2012).
Baskerville et al. (2009) proposed Soft DSR approach that incorporates aspects of Soft

Systems Methodology (that is a form of AR) into a DSR process. According to Baskerville
(2008), although “doing” design science may look a lot like ‘doing’ action research, there
are fundamental differences between them such as: (1) AR is focused on problem solving
through social and organizational change, while DSR is focused on problem solving by
creating and positioning an artifact in a natural setting; and (2) AR is clearly centered on
discovery-through-action, while DSR is clearly centered on discovery-through-design.
Sein et al. (2011) presented a method called Action Design Research (ADR) that defines

four stages for performing a research: (1) Problem Formulation; (2) Building, Interven-
tion, and Evaluation; (3) Reflection and Learning; and (4) Formalization of Learning. Both
approaches – Soft DSR and ADR – are classified as “design-oriented action research”. In
a different way, Wieringa and Moralı (2012) proposed a method called Technical Action
Research (TAR) that follows an artifact-driven approach, in which the AR is used only in
the evaluation of the artifacts’ viability in a given context.
Taking into account that CMD is anchored in the AR, we have observed that it is

also compatible with the DSR, once both are (1) interventionist methods (intervenes
rather than study a phenomenon after the fact); and (2) they are closely related to
problem-solving, and involving the evaluation of the solutions proposed Cole et al. (2005).
Furthermore, these methods are based on the argument that the research should ever
contribute for both to Academia as well as to Industry.
We proposed the SoftCoDeR approach considering the aforementioned perspectives

to match the two methods – CMD and DSR. We have chosen to follow a similar
approach to the proposals of Baskerville et al. (2009) and Sein et al. (2011), in which
the research activities are significantly overlapping. We adopt CMD because it is more
directed towards the SE’s field, focusing on shop floor software development practices. In
addition, CMD provides a basic structured research process, which clearly defines three
phases of research for understanding the practice, and for the deliberation, implemen-
tation, and evaluation of improvements. Also, CMD encourages short iterative cycles to
put the improvements in practice. In particular, this is a highly appropriate characteristic
for research in agile development software environment. Regarding to the DSR, its con-
cepts were added to our approach in order to provide guidelines to produce artifacts of
value that is an extremely relevant issue to the agile teams. Moreover, the DSR draws the
attention to relevance and research’s rigor that are aspects extremely important for the
researchers.

SoftCoDeR: extended with ESE

In the previously published paper (Choma et al. 2015a), we mentioned that the
ESE could be used as a mechanism for validation of proposed artifacts dur-
ing the evaluation phase. An advantage of this practice is to evaluate the arti-
facts before introducing them directly in industrial practice, thereby minimizing the
impact of an evaluation involving real projects. Furthermore, in situations where the
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industrial environments impose constraints for an experimental validation such as
recruitment of participants, the environment setting, and the reservation of needed
equipment, it may be more appropriate to conduct experimentation in an academic
environment.
Next, we provide an explanation of the SoftCoDeR approach as displayed in Fig. 4. It is

important to emphasize that, the main difference of this SoftCoDeR version regarding to
the version previously published in Choma et al. (2015a) is its extension with the use of
ESE practices.
As shown in the Fig. 4, in the SoftCoDeR approach we have considered the three steps of

CMD in terms of an iterative cycle: Understanding Practice (1), Deliberate Improvements
(2a), and Implement andObserve Improvements (3a). From the best practices of producing
valuable artifacts (DSR), we added an activity to Build Artifacts (2b), and to Evaluate
Artifact (3b). The intersection (A ∩ B) of information between Industry (interests and
needs) and Academia (foundations) will provide insights to guide all the stages of the
research cycle.
The first step of the SoftCoDeR consists of Understanding Practices (1) from the

practitioners-viewpoint, aiming to identify the needs for new solutions or improvements
that should be aligned to the interests of Industry (A). The foundations from theAcademia
(B) contribute so that the researcher identifies concepts that are used (or not) in practice
in contrast to other theories and technologies that have already been employed in other
companies. Ethnographic studies and interviews are the qualitative techniques more used

Fig. 4 SoftCoDeR approach extended with the use of the ESE
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to gather data on practices of software development. A research question (RQ) can be
anticipated by researchers early in this phase, or can be formulated during the first stage.
The RQ should emerge based on issues observed about the practice, in order to drive the
next steps (2 and 3).
The trigger for the next step is the RQ formulated in the previous phase, which should

guide the action to Deliberate Improvements (2a). During this second stage, Academia
and Industry members meet to analyze the results gathered by the researcher regarding
the Understanding Practice (1). Together (Academia and Industry members) they build
a scenario which reproduces the problem-situation that they target to solve based on
the RQ previously defined. Before proposing any solution, practitioners and researcher
should thoughtfully examine the scenario; and then the answers come up from the inter-
section of information and knowledge of Industry and Academia experiences. In this step
the artifacts of value, required to support the practitioners’ work, are identified accord-
ing to two viewpoints: technical function (the academic view), and of pragmatic function
(the Industry view). Subsequently, these artifacts should be elaborated and Built (2b) by
researchers and practitioners. This step is cyclical to allow the discussion to improve the
artifacts.
In the third step, Industry members define and choose a practical project through

which it will be possible to Implement and Observe Improvements (3a), and Evaluate
Artifacts (3b). The artifacts can be evaluated in terms of practicality, efficiency or effec-
tiveness, for example. For this purpose, we refer to feasibility and observational studies
to evaluate artifacts, for which experiments are usually the chosen empirical strategy.
Therefore, at this stage of the research approach, we recommend the use of ESE prac-
tices to conduct experimental validations of artifacts before putting them in industrial
practice. The ESE provides a set of guidelines for planning and execution of experi-
ments, as well as for processing and analysis of collected data. Based on Wohlin et al.
(2012), the three steps to carry out experimental studies are: planning, execution and
analysis (3c).
Taking into account the investigation goals, the planning step involves: (i) context

selection (e.g., in an academic or industrial environment; with students or profession-
als participants; involving a simulation or real problems); (ii) hypothesis formulation;
(iii) variables selection (independents and dependents); (iv) selection of subjects (e.g.,
chosen based on convenience); (v) experiment design in order to describe how the
tests will be organized and run; (vi) instrumentation (e.g., guidelines and others sup-
port materials); and (vii) validity evaluation. The experiment execution step involves:
(i) preparation of the materials such as study objects, guidelines, and data collection
instruments; (ii) execution of the experiment; and (iii) data validation in order to ver-
ify if the data were correctly collected. Finally, in the analysis step, the collected data
should be analyzed and interpreted. Firstly, descriptive statistics should be used to visu-
alize the data collected, and then, statistical tests should be run to evaluate the study
hypotheses.
Thus, the findings of the evaluation phase should provide feedback regarding the built

artifacts, and any other improvements that were implemented. New interactions may be
required to refine the artifacts, or even to suggest new improvements. The SoftCoDeR
approach has an iterative and cyclical nature. New research question can be generated
in each cycle based on the lessons learned. Thus, the cycle can be incremental, adding
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information for each new cycle or spiral, since the information can arise during the
evaluation phase.

Results
This section presents, firstly, the general settings of the environment in which the
SoftCoDeR has been applied. Then, we briefly describe the first two SoftCoDeR cycles
wherein the artifacts were validated directly in the industrial environment. And after
that, we describe in details a SoftCoDeR cycle using ESE to validate artifacts in academic
environment before putting them into industrial practice.

Project context and research theme

The issues addressed in this article are partial results of a research project that has
been developed in partnership with a company that develops ERP (Enterprise Resource
Planning) systems. Currently, the company has 700 employees, approximately 2000 cus-
tomers and more than 50,000 users. The company has been active in several market
segments such as Manufacturing, Logistics and Agribusiness.
In recent years, the executives of the company have concentrated its efforts to evolve

their software development processes, incorporating best practices for the develop-
ment of user interfaces (UI) by user-centered design. They believe that integrating UX
practices into the development of ERP systems is a key aspect to fill an important
gap of the development process, and consequently a way to stand out in their market
segment.
The research theme is “Interaction Design applied to ERP Systems”. The objective of the

research is to propose methods and artifacts suitable to the ERP systems domain integrat-
ing UX concepts within the Scrum. We (researchers) have worked in collaboration with
the company’s practitioners in many actions aiming to propose for instance (i) mecha-
nisms and techniques for identifying the needs of users; (ii) standards and guidelines for
the development of user interfaces; (iii) effective usability evaluation methods for ERP
systems; and (iv) how to improve the communication of usability issues between Scrum
and UX teams.
In recent years, UX has been spread widely and well received by Academia and Industry.

This increasing interest in UX can be explained by the fact that it is a broader concept
than the concept of usability – UX is a concept that encompasses a pleasant experience for
users by means of simplicity, elegance, efficiency, effectiveness and emotional satisfaction
of the people (Law et al. 2008).
Studies indicate that interaction design in ERP systems is too weak, which con-

siderably affect the usability of the product (Singh and Wesson 2009). On the other
hand, the integration of UX methods into software development processes based on
agile methodologies is not an easy task, not even in ERP system domain. Indeed, agile
software development practices have features that foster the integration, e.g., iterative
processes, focus on the quality, and work in collaboration with different stakeholders
(Isomursu 2012).
However, there are many issues that can complicate such integration (Salah et al.

2014), e.g., promoting synergy and establishing a good communication between the
agile and the UX teams (Brown et al. 2011). In particular, this issue involves deal-
ing with the difference of mindset between agile developers and UX designers, who
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use different practices and express in their particular way from their knowledge
areas.

SoftCoDeR pure: the first two cycles

Next, we describe the first two SoftCoDeR cycles applied in the aforementioned research
project. Noteworthy that these cycles will be briefly described since were already pub-
lished in details in Choma et al. (2015a).

First cycle

The first SoftCoDeR cycle arose from an issue that the industrial partner reported to
us: the difficulty of communication between UX and Scrum teams due to differences in
vocabulary. Taking this issue into account, we consider the use of concepts that could
approximate the different viewpoints. Our first insight was the use of two concepts –
personas (Cooper et al. 2014) and Nielsen’s heuristics (Nielsen 2011) – as a possible solu-
tion. Considering the problem-situation, and the use of the mentioned concepts, we ha e
defined two research questions to guide this cycle of research:

• RQ1: Can the concepts of personas and Nielsen’s heuristics level out the awareness
and concerns on usability aspects of UX designers and developers (programmers and
testers)?

• RQ2: How could personas and Nielsen’s heuristics concepts be used as a common
vocabulary for the communication between the UX and Scrum teams?

Understanding practice

Aiming to answer the first research question (RQ1), firstly, we carried out a work-
shop entitled “Usability Heuristics for ERP system” where we introduced the Nielsen’s
heuristics and personas concepts for 59 practitioners (developers, testers, analysts, tech-
nical leaders and software architects). Secondly, about one month after, we interviewed
10 practitioners who had attended of this workshop, in order to investigate (i) the
expertise and skills obtained from the workshop; and (ii) the contribution of the work-
shop in changing the participants’ viewpoint on the usability aspects in the software
development.
From the interviews, we noted that the subjects and activities of the workshops

have been enough to positively influence the participants’ mindset about the impor-
tance of usability in ERP systems. We also observed that Nielsen’s heuristics can
set important topics on usability in people’s mind. Based on the interviews out-
comes, we found evidences to answer our first question (RQ1). The participants con-
sidered that personas and Nielsen’s heuristics can guide product development and
can also be used as a common vocabulary among the developers, testers and UX
designers.

Deliberate improvements and build artifact

From the discussions between Academia and Industry (researchers, project leaders and
the UX designer) about the outcomes achieved in the previous step, we (the researchers)
have proposed building of two artifacts taking into account the second research question
(RQ2): (1) a template for describe personas called Lean Personas, and (2) a protocol for
communication of design solutions and usability recommendations.
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Implementing and observing improvements and evaluating artifacts

We decided along with practitioners evaluate the two artifacts through two case studies.
Both cases involved usability tests in an actual redesign project - a high fidelity prototype
to the sub-module of Human Resources (Web-based) used for the registration of employ-
ees. In the first case study, the artifacts were not implemented, and we did not interfere in
the teams’ work; acting in observer’s role. In the second case study, we participated along
with the UX and Scrum teams during planning and execution of the usability test, in order
to implement the use of the personas and the protocol to report the usability issues. For
this intervention, we used the new version of the functional prototype that had been fixed
by the Scrum team.
After the second case study, we met the Scrum team to gather their opinion about the

new artifacts. The team commented that the protocol for reporting the items through
heuristics allowed them to perceive the real impact of each identified usability problem, so
they do not had doubts on the adjustments they should fix. In addition, they demonstrated
to recognize the importance and benefits of the personas to keep the focus in the typical
users during the application development.

Second cycle

The second SoftCoDeR cycle arose when we observed that the protocol proposed in the
first cycle did not meet the needs of the Product Owners (PO), who were more familiar
to User Story (US) – a popular artifact used for conveying agile requirements. Hence, we
suggested an adaptation of US incorporating the vision of the user experience, and this
research cycle was started in order to answer the following question:

• RQ3: How could personas and Nielsen’s heuristics concepts be incorporated into the
US?

Understanding practices

We carried out a technical literature survey aiming to investigate the use of US in agile
practices, including acceptance criteria. As a result, we also found some recommenda-
tions to deal with usability aspects and US together. In addition to the technical literature
review, we carried out an ethnographic study in order to understand how US were being
developed by PO. Then, we found that they were using one of the more traditional
templates to develop the US, such as presented by Cohn (2004).

Deliberate improvements and build artifact

From the outcomes of the literature review and the ethnographic study, and taking into
account the third research question (RQ3), we proposed to teams a new template to US
called UserX Story. In the first version of artifact, a grammar - incorporating personas
and Nielsen’s heuristics - should be adopted to write the US, where the traditional gram-
mar was modified, by replacing, by replacing (1) <type of user> by <personas>; and (2)
<some reason> by <Nielsen’s heuristic(s)> to highlight from usability point of view the
positive impact of user interaction (users’ goals).
From the discussions between Academia and Industry, the artifact was improved.

Thus, the second version of UserX Story was outlined to expand the US from
the user research findings. User research focuses on understanding user behav-
iors, needs, and motivations through observation techniques, task analysis, and
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other feedback methodologies, such as usability testing that were performed in the
first cycle
The UserX Stories are told from the perspective of the persona, who needs a particu-

lar condition for interaction. Such a condition can meet multiple personas. The stories
describe an interactive process wherein the persona has a goal to achieve, for this s/he
acts on the interface (interaction), to perform tasks (steps / features to effect the action)
in a particular context (usage pattern). The persona will assess whether the objective was
achieved interpreting system feedback. Aiming to verify whether stories were developed
such that it exactly met the user interaction needs, the acceptance criteria should describe
the action, the set of conditions, and the Nielsen’s heuristics (action/feedback) that will be
satisfied once the goal is successfully achieved.
Before implementing the proposed artifact in real projects, we carried out a workshop

entitled “Interaction Stories” in order tomake a warm upwith six POs at the writing of the
UserX Stories. The workshop was divided into (i) explanation of the concept of personas;
heuristic inspection using Nielsen’s heuristics; and US; (ii) presentation of the artifacts
Lean Personas and UserX Story; and (iii) an exercise of writing stories from the pro-
posed template, including the acceptance criteria. At the end of the workshop activities
we discussed with the POs the next steps for implementing the stories in real projects.

Implementing and observing improvements and evaluating artifacts

In this step, the POs had a period of one month to implement the UserX Story in to
one of their projects. After this period, researchers carried out individuals’ interviews
with the POs to collect their experiences with the implementation of UserX Stories. Most
of the POs approved the use of the interaction stories following the proposed template.
They have shared the UserX Story with the Scrum teams, who reacted positively. How-
ever, two POs had not implemented the UserX Stories in their projects, since they were
working on small changes that were related exclusively to business rules (legal require-
ments), and such changes would have had no impact on user interaction. After this
cycle, we met the Scrum team to collect their opinion about the new artifacts and other
needs.

SoftCoDeR + ESE

The third SoftCoDeR cycle was applied due to the need for a more appropriate set of
usability heuristics for ERP systems, and also an effective usability evaluation method for
novice-inspectors. According to Singh andWesson (2009), inspectionmethods for assess-
ing the usability of ERP systems require more appropriate criteria to cover its most critical
points, such as the usability issues related to navigation and learnability. Furthermore,
during a meeting with Scrum team, we noticed that a more detailed guideline was essen-
tial to improve the use of the Nielsen’s heuristics, because some practitioners – developers
and testers – reported us difficulties and doubts on applying the heuristics, since none of
them had experience on heuristic inspection. Taking into account these needs, we started
a cycle from the following questions:

• RQ4: Can the proposed perspective-based ERP heuristics improve the performance
of novice usability inspectors?

• RQ5: Can the proposed perspective-based ERP heuristics effectively identify the
major usability issues in ERP systems?
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Understanding practice

During the first meetings with Scrum teams, we seek to understand the difficulties of
the practitioners in the use of Nielsen’s heuristics, aiming to elaborate guidelines suit-
able to reality of the company and teams. Also, we observed that an intervention with
ERP system’s users would be necessary in order to understand the practice from their
point of view. Therefore, together with practitioners, we decided to apply a survey
with 23 issues to identify the degree of importance assigned by ERP systems’ users for
usability aspects. We prepared these issues based on (i) usability problems found in an
usability inspection that we performed in different ERP systems available in the mar-
ket; and (ii) the most common usability problems mentioned in the literature related
to the domain of ERP systems. The 23 issues were related to the Nielsen’s heuristics,
and grouped into four categories: presentation; navigation; task support and feedback
of messages. These categories were chosen based on Singh and Wesson (2009) and
Conte et al. (2009).
The survey was answered by 37 users of ERP systems who attributed the degree

of importance for each question using a 5-point Scale – very important, signifi-
cantly important, important, somewhat important or not important. We observed
that of the six questions related to the heuristic of error prevention (H5), three were
assigned as very important by at least 62% of participants. Overall, the participants
attributed greater importance to the usability aspects that are linked to error preven-
tion (H5); and recover from errors (H9). Further details on survey can be seen in
Choma et al. (2015b).

Deliberate improvements and build artifact

Discussing with practitioners about the two steps outcomes – the ERP systems inspection
and the survey – and with purpose to avoid overlaps or redundancies on the definition
of perspectives, we reviewed the usability categories concluding that two perspec-
tives could be enough to represent the main usability problems: Presentation and Task
Support.
Then, we proposed an artifact to guide the usability inspection in ERP systems. The

proposed artifact consisting of (1) a set of perspective-based ERP heuristics mapping
the Nielsen’s heuristics into the ERP perspectives – Presentation (P) and Task Support
(S), which led to eight heuristics in the perspective of presentation and five heuristics in
perspective of task support; (2) three key-questions to guide the inspector through the
perspective of Presentation – (i) “Am I seeing?”; (ii) “Am I understanding?”, and (iii) “Is the
message clear for me?”, and through the perspective of task support – (iv) “Can I com-
plete the task without obstacles?”; and (3) a set of tips to guiding the inspector during the
inspection activity based on the users’ survey issues.

Validating artifact by ESE

In this phase, we suggested to practitioners a validation of the proposed improvements
and artifact into the academic environment, aiming minimize any impact of introducing
the new artifact in practice. Considering the scope validation and with company’s con-
sent, a controlled experiment was carried out following the ESE steps (Fig. 4 - item 3c)
in order to compare the efficiency and effectiveness of usability inspections between the
perspective-based ERP heuristics (HPERP) and the traditional Nielsen’s heuristics (HN).
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Context, subjects and inspection procedures

The subjects of experiment were 11 undergraduates and 8 graduate students enrolled
in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) course, selected by convenience. Concerning the
profile of the participants, only one participant (5%) had greater familiarity and experi-
ence with ERP systems, 11% of participants had some familiarity and the others either
had no familiarity (42%) or had a very superficial knowledge of the subject (42%). As to
the experience with heuristic evaluation, the majority of participants (84%) did not know
the technique, 11% had some knowledge on the subject and only one participant (5%) had
experienced the technique. The fact that most participants were novices in inspection
technique has allowed us to verify the effectiveness of learning of technique.
For inspection activity, to the validation of the proposal, two sub-modules of an enter-

prise management Web-based system were provided by industrial partner. The first one
was a medium-fidelity prototype of Holiday Planning of the Human Resources module;
and the second one was a functional sub-module of Retail Sales of the Sales module.
The previous week the execution of the experiment, all participants received the same

training during 4 hours which was split into: (i) the explanation of the concepts of heuris-
tic inspection; and (ii) the warming up in which all participants, using the two sets of
heuristics (HN and HPERP). Then, the experiment was undertaken in a controlled envi-
ronment and a predetermined time-limit – not exceeding two hours – avoiding the
tiredness of the participants and the misunderstanding of violations, factors that could
affect negatively the inspection’s outcomes (Nielsen, 1995b). Regarding inspection proce-
dures, participants were divided into four inspection groups with 4 or 5members: the first
and the second group (G1 and G2, respectively) would work with a medium-fidelity pro-
totype of Holiday Planning sub-module; while the third and the fourth group (G3 and G4,
respectively) would inspect the functional sub-module of Retail Sales. Aiming to compare
the two methods, we assigned to G1 and G3 the HN and to G2 and G4 HPERP proposal.
The groups were accommodated in two laboratories and the inspections were con-

ducted individually. The participants received as support material: (1) inspection
instructions task-based; (2) a spreadsheet to record usability problems found and the
corresponding violated heuristics; and (3) the web links to medium-fidelity prototype
and functional sub-module. In addition to the support material, the groups that used the
HPERP (G2 and G4) received a summary table of the heuristics with the tips to guide the
inspections through the perspectives of presentation and task support. The other groups
(G1 and G3) followed the Nielsen’s heuristics guidelines. Both HN and HPERP groups
should accomplish the same tasks (task-based) in the system that they would inspect,
avoiding that they had different degrees of difficulties concerning on the tasks of inter-
action. Further, upon concluding of the inspection activity, the participants were invited
to answer a questionnaire based on model called TAM (Davis, 1989), aiming to iden-
tify factors involved in satisfaction of individuals regarding the acceptance and use of the
inspection technique.

Results: analysis and interpretation

The results of the experiment were analyzed using statistical methods (descriptive and
inferential statistics) in order to answer the two research questions (RQ4 and RQ5). It is
noteworthy that we collected the severity level of usability problems identified by par-
ticipants, but we did not consider this information in our analysis; taking into account
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only the number of violations. The inspection results per participant and per inspection
groups can be seen in Table 1.
Regarding the RQ4, in order to identify the novice-inspectors groups which had the best

performance during the usability inspection activity, we found the efficiency indicators
by calculating the ratio between the average of confirmed violations – real problems, no
false positives – and the average time spent on inspection activity. As can be seen from
Table 2, the best indicator of efficiency (approx. 23 violations per hour) was obtained
by G3 who inspected the functional sub-module using HN; and the smallest indicator
(approx. 7 violations per hour) was obtained by G1 that also had used the HN, but the
inspection was on medium-fidelity prototype.
Regarding the RQ5, in order to identify the novice-inspectors groups which found the

highest number of usability problems during the usability inspection activity, we found
the effectiveness indicators by calculating the ratio of the average of confirmed violations
and the number of known-problems. Known-problems refer to problems that were pre-
viously identified by two usability experts who inspected the same objects. One of the
experts who used theHN identified 41 violations in themedium-fidelity prototype, and 43
violations in the functional sub-module. The second expert who used the HPERP pointed
out 43 violations in the medium-fidelity prototype, and 50 violations in the functional
sub-module. From Table 2, we can observe that the group G3 had the highest efficacy
indicator, which detected 61.63% of the known-problems; while the group G1 had the
lowest indicator of effectiveness, which detected only 24.19% of the known-problems.

Table 1 Results per participant and per inspection group

Group-Heuristic a Part. Time b #Vc #FPd #VCe V/H f V/KPg

G1-I 1 107 27 10 17 9.53 0.41

2 112 19 5 14 7.50 0.34

3 97 9 2 7 4.33 0.17

4 50 11 4 7 8.40 0.17

5 83 12 5 7 5.06 0.17

G2-II 6 70 20 5 15 12.86 0.35

7 77 47 23 24 18.70 0.56

8 107 36 9 27 15.14 0.63

9 115 29 7 22 11.48 0.51

10 111 21 7 14 7.57 0.33

G3-I 11 61 28 0 28 27.54 0.65

12 71 41 6 35 29.58 0.81

13 90 16 1 15 10.00 0.35

14 60 41 13 28 28.00 0.65

G4-II 15 71 21 0 21 17.75 0.42

16 66 37 3 34 30.91 0.68

17 60 14 5 9 9.00 0.18

18 88 22 2 20 13.64 0.40

19 80 36 5 31 23.25 0.62
a HN = I; HPERP = II
b Number of minutes to complete the inspection
c Number of violations
d Number of false-positive
e Number of confirmed violations
f Violations/Hour
g Violations/Known Problems
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Table 2 Efficiency and effectiveness indicators

Group #VCa Time (hours)b #VC/Timec #VC/Known Problemsd

G1 10.40 1.50 6.95 24.19%

G2 20.40 1.60 12.75 47.44%

G3 26.50 1.18 22.55 61.63%

G4 23.00 1.22 18.90 46.00%
a Average number of confirmed violations
b Average time spent to complete the inspection
c Efficiency indicator
d Effectiveness indicator

In order to confirm significant differences between the efficiency and effectiveness of
each group, we analyzed the results of inspection activity using the Mann-Whitney test (a
non-parametric test), considering a confidence interval of 90% (α = 0.10) due to the small
sample size (Dybå et al. 2006). Also, we used boxplots to compare of the samples. Both,
the statistical test and the boxplots were performed from Minitab17 software (Minitab
2000). We had formulated the following null and alternatives hypotheses:

• H01: There is no difference between the efficiency of usability inspection technique in
ERP systems performed with the HPERP or with the HN.

• HA1: The usability inspection in ERP systems using HPERP is more efficient than
usability inspection in ERP systems using HN.

• H02: There is no difference between the effectiveness of usability inspection
technique in ERP systems performed with the HPERP or with the HN.

• HA2: The usability inspection technique in ERP systems using HPERP is more
effective than usability inspection in ERP systems using HN.

Figure 5 shows the boxplots comparing the distribution of efficiency per group, and per
inspected object. From boxplots, we can notice that the median of G2 is higher than the
median of G1. When we compare the two samples with Mann-Whitney test, we found
a significant difference between the two groups (p = 0.037). These results suggest that
the HPERP was more efficient than HN when used to inspect a medium-fidelity proto-
type; hence, the null hypothesis (H01) is rejected. Concerning to other two groups, we can
notice in the related boxplots that the median of G3 is higher than the median of the G4.
However, when we compared the two samples using the MannŰWhitney test, we found
no significant differences between the two groups (p = 0.54). Thus, these results suggest

Fig. 5 Efficiency per groups, and per inspected objects
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that both HN and HPERP provided similar efficiency when used to inspect a functional
sub-module, and alternative hypothesis (H01) is rejected.
Concerning to effectiveness, we can notice in Fig. 6 that the median of the G2 appears

higher than the median of the G1. We compared the two samples with Mann-Whitney
test, and we found again a significant difference between the two groups (p = 0.044).
These results suggest that the HPERP was also more effective than HN when used to
inspect a medium-fidelity prototype; thus, we can reject the null hypothesis (H02). Like-
wise, the median of G3 appears slightly higher than the median of G4. However, when we
compared the two groups using the Mann-Whitney test, we found no significant differ-
ence between them (p = 0.39). This suggests that both groups had a similar efficacy to
inspect the functional sub-module. Hence, we can reject the alternative hypothesis (HA2).

Findings and lessons learned

In summary, we found that the use of the perspective-based ERP heuristics (HPERP)
to evaluate the usability of medium-fidelity prototypes can improve the performance of
novice-inspectors (RQ4), and can identify effectively themajor usability issues in ERP sys-
tems (RQ5). And, in the case of functional modules, both methods – HPERP and HN –
can be considered similar in their efficiency and effectiveness. Further, upon concluding
of the inspection activity, the participants were invited to answer a questionnaire based
on model called TAM (Davis 1989), aiming to identify factors involved in satisfaction of
individuals regarding the acceptance and use of the inspection technique. From this ques-
tionnaire, we found that no participant had doubts about the usefulness of the technique,
and though some difficulties encountered, the majority of participants agrees that the
technique was easy to use and understand.
There were some threats to validity that could affect our results. We controlled some

threats related to internal validity, such as the training effects by preparing a same type
of training – simultaneously applied – to the four inspection groups on the inspection
technique about two set of heuristics. Regarding the participants’ experience, any type
of classification was not necessary, since the intention was to apply to people without
experience, and most participants did not know the technique.
Regarding examining the possibility of the results being generalized beyond the aca-

demic environment (external validity), we should to consider two points: (i) the heuristics
by perspectives have been proposed based on the results of an investigation of major
usability problems seen in consolidated products in the ERP software market; and (ii) the
inspected objects – functional module and medium-fidelity prototype – were developed

Fig. 6 Effectiveness per groups, and per inspected objects
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by the development team and research partners from company. The experiment was set
up based on the needs of the industrial partner. Nevertheless, is not possible to state that
the results can be generalized to other companies.
After the experimental validation phase (Fig. 4 - item 3c), the results and the new artifact

– perspective-based heuristics guideline – were discussed with the team in the company.
The team highlighted the artifact could be an important guideline to support new profes-
sionals – with little or no practice in usability evaluation – in the team, mainly because
there are people moving from one team to another and it can switch their roles. From
the positive experiment results, together with practitioners, we concluded that other
experiences in real environment would be needed prior to refine the process of usabil-
ity evaluation. Therefore, a new workshop was carried out in order to teach the usability
inspection method to the practitioners.

Discussion
So far, the practical applications of the SoftCoDeR approach were aimed at support-
ing research through Academia-Industry collaboration, and all research questions in
each cycle were specifically geared to particular context of a company. In this partic-
ular case, the company sought us to help them improve their software development
process by including new practices related to concerns about quality and satisfaction
of its users. In our interaction with practitioners, we seek to make available our poten-
tial for research and scientific knowledge to meet the real needs of the industrial
partner.
However, this can be an unusual situation, and very different from what commonly

happens. In most cases, the research questions are motivated to answer specific inter-
ests of the researcher, e.g. when a gap is found in literature, and an empirical study
in industrial context is necessary to verify theoretical assumptions related to research.
However, we emphasize that the application of our approach implies in a research moti-
vated and justified to meet practical concerns of the Industry. In this context, the gain
of the researchers will be all experience gathered from practical applications of the
approach.
Another crucial point is the collaboration between researchers and practitioners in

order to develop and validate improvement solutions supported by artifacts. During the
first two cycles, we had some difficulties to fit our research schedule to daily routine of the
company. We have learned that it was not easy to deal with the lack of time of the profes-
sionals involved in their projects. During the third cycle, we had fewer problems like this,
once the experimental validation was performed in the academic environment, and there
was no need to interfere in company’s activities. The experiment was planned and exe-
cuted by the researchers. Practitioners provided the inspected objects, and two of them
attended the experiment as observers. Thus, these practitioners could share a possibility
of validation that was a novelty to the company.
When compared to the two previous cycles, we notice that the extended research cycle

– using ESE practices –had required a greater scientific knowledge and a more active
participation of researchers in order to drive the controlled experiment from planning to
analysis. It is noteworthy that the experiment could have been conducted in the industrial
environment. However, due to the issue type to be investigated, the academic environ-
ment could provide all resources – human and technical – and structure needed to meet
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the experimental design. While in the company, we would have difficulties to recruit all
participants, and to reserve space and the necessary equipment.
In the first two cycles, the project-based studies were performed in the industrial envi-

ronment (in vivo), because the main objective was to validate the artifacts in real projects,
and from the point of view of professionals - the planning and development teams. In the
third cycle, the investigation purpose was to define the best usability inspection method
from the point of view of novice inspectors. The investigation was a demand of the testers
and developers who had difficulties in the adoption of Nielsen’s heuristics caused by their
little experience on usability inspection.
Hence, we chose to check beforehand which method would fit better to the novice

inspector’s knowledge. Focusing on checking the efficiency and effectiveness of the
inspection method from the point of view of novice inspectors, it was relevant to involve
a larger number of subjects through an experiment under controlled conditions (in vitro).
Usually, a methodology based on experimentation is suggested in order to avoid wasted
effort and to minimize problems when assessing the use of an artifact (concepts, tools,
techniques, methods or methodologies) (Shull et al. 2001). And from these first results, a
new study could be performed in the field under normal conditions – in industrial envi-
ronment – by observational studies where there are no treatment or controlled variables
(Basili 1996).

Conclusions
This paper presented the SoftCoDeR approach and its practical applications through
Academia-Industry partnership, adding experimental software engineering practices to
evaluate the artifacts before putting them in industrial practice. The core of the proposal
has been to guide the academic knowledge to meet the real needs of the software Indus-
try. From experience gathered from practical application, the researchers can be faced
with problems that still have not been thoroughly investigated academically.
With regards to the limitations, we highlight the context in which our research approach

has been applied. By means of this, we have been able to achieve our main research goals,
even when we extend it using ESE practices. Notwithstanding, our experience with the
SoftCoDeR approach has been in a single company until now, and within an agile software
development context.
From point of view of the practitioners, this research approach allowed delivering valu-

able artifacts, adapting quickly to changes, and evolving from new research questions. For
researchers, the approach allowed to develop partial theories since these were specifically
generated from the context of the particular company. However, Wieringa and Daneva
(2015) showed us that, in software engineering, it is much more useful to develop par-
tial theories that can be applied to practice, than to develop a general theory that can be
harder to be applied due to variability of the real world. Furthermore, in this field, engi-
neers and researchers usually are interested in the interactions between an artifact and its
context.
Based on the strategies to build theories identified by Wieringa and Daneva (2015),

we can notice that the SoftCoDeR approach allows a hybrid strategy. In the first two
cycles, the artifacts were validated during observational studies. In these cases, the strat-
egy for generalization was a case-based research, in which artifacts were investigated
in field with real projects. In this strategy, from the investigation of a single project,
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we were able to hypothesize a generalization about all similar projects in the partner
company.
When we used the ESE to validate the artifact, the strategy was to generalize from out-

comes of the experiment, in which we could proposed a theory in order to claim that the
inspection method (HPERP) that was experienced is more effective and efficient mainly
for evaluate the usability of medium-fidelity prototypes. From outcomes of the controlled
experiment, in case that a further study had been undertaken in the industrial envi-
ronment with real projects, we would have a strategy of lab-to-field generalization. In
lab-to-field strategy, researchers can start their investigations under ideal conditions in
the lab and finish them under realistic conditions in the field.
As a future work, we are planning to apply this approach to new research projects in

order to verify whether this proposal can be extended to other contexts, including other
market segments; or in a different development process than agile methodology.
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